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QTL1 QTL2

- QTL will be detected for different traits of 

interest  and favorable alleles will be found

- Aim: to create a target genotype with all 

the favorable alleles at the QTL positions

Common objective: to create new genetic materials assembling favorable QTL 
alleles from 2 parents or several parents (get challenging as the No. of QTLs increases!)

���� Need user oriented tool to assemble favorable alleles through Marker 
Assisted Recurrent Selection (MARS) strategies

Mostly biparental population(s), but several cases where populations are 

connected through common parent(s)

Breeding decisions adapted to different crops / 

projects

P2 (allele « b »)P1 (allele « a »)

Target genotype

(ideotype)



� Objective 1: to develop algorithms to compute probabilities of allele
transmission through generations

� Objectif 2: to identify the best individuals

� Objective 3: to develop methodology to identify the best intermating
scheme to accumulate favourable alleles and to extract varieties

Population nPopulation n

Population n+1Population n+1

- To select the « best » individuals

- To conduct intermating

- To select the « best » individuals

- To conduct intermating

Variety

Creation

Variety

Creation

based on markers

Aim

Implementation of Marker Assisted Recurrent

Selection in OptiMAS



Aim: to evaluate individuals, we need to know which parental alleles are 
transmitted at the QTL position, based on the information from neighboring
markers 

QTL position rarely located at a marker � QTL alleles are unknown and must be
inferred from flanking markers

Background elements on Objective 1: probabilities

of allele transmission at QTLs

Selection of a subset of informative markers to follow the 

favorable parental alleles (based on haplotypes)e.g 4 markers / QTL

(bi/multi allelic context)

QTL

A/B A/B A/BA/B ?

Identification of all the possible phased genotypes

for each QTL and computation of their probabilities

a ? a

b ? b

mk1 mk2     QTL mk3 mk4

a

b

a

b



� Information available (input files: pedigree/genotype & genetic map)

� Pedigree

� Molecular markers (observed genotypes)

probabilities of allele transmission 

Id P1 P2 Step Cycle Group mrk1 mrk2 mrk3

Fr2 a a IL IL A A A

Fr252 b b IL IL B B B

f1 Fr2 Fr252 CR F1 A/B A/B A/B

ind1 f1 f1 S2 F3 A A A

ind2 f1 f1 S2 F3 A A A

ind3 f1 f1 S2 F3 A/B - A

ind4 f1 f1 S2 F3 B B A/B

ind5 f1 f1 S2 F3 B B B

ind6 f1 f1 S2 F3

ind7 f1 f1 S2 F3 A A A



� Information available (input files: pedigree/genotype & genetic map)

� Pedigree

� Molecular markers (observed genotypes)

� QTL position

� Distance between loci (Haldane � recombination rate)

probabilities of allele transmission

Locus Chr QTL Pos All+

marker1 1 1 42.2

marker2 1 1 64.0

qtl1 1 1 70.0 a

marker3 1 1 72.5

marker4 1 1 90.8

marker5 1 2 237.1

marker6 1 2 252.2

qtl2 1 2 254.0 b

marker7 1 2 259.5

marker8 1 2 274.8

d



� Information available (input files: pedigree/genotype & genetic map)

� Pedigree

� Molecular markers (observed genotypes)

� QTL position

� Distance between loci (Haldane � recombination rate)

Objective 1: probabilities of allele transmission

� Algorithm: compute the probabilities of allele transmission in different MAS 

schemes and mating designs (intercrossing, selfing, backcrossing, DH, RIL)

� 2 versions: command line � integrated in a new GUI

p(a/a) = 0.9, p(a/b) = 0.1, p(b/b) = 0 � probability of each

genotype at QTL given markers

QTL

A/B A/B A/BA/B ?

� Probability to carry favorable allele at the QTL position

Molecular Score

MS = 0.95



Presentation of mean features of OptiMAS

� New Graphical User Interface (GUI) organized in 3 modules corresponding to 

the ≠ steps of the selection program



� Individuals in lines, MS value [0-1] � 1 = ideotype

Step 1: Computation of genotypic probabilities –

Estimation of genetic values 



� Prob(++/--/+-) at the QTL position + detailed genotype in terms of parental alleles

� Estimation (probability) of parental allele transmission

Step 1: Computation of genotypic probabilities –

Estimation of genetic values



Step 1: Computation of genotypic probabilities –

Estimation of genetic values

� Visualization of genotypes via colors for each QTL (how many QTL are fixed ?)



� Manual selection

Step2: Selection of individuals



� Manual selection

� Truncation selection based on:

� Molecular score (MS)

Step2: Selection of individuals



� Manual selection

� Truncation selection based on:

� Molecular score (MS)

� Weighted MS: give more or less importance to the different QTL

Step2: Selection of individuals



� Manual selection

� Truncation selection based on:

� Molecular score (MS)

� Weighted MS: give more or less importance to the different QTL

� Utility criterion: select candidates based on the possibility of obtaining

superior genotype in their progeny (favor heterozygous)

� QTL complementation selection

Step2: Selection of individuals

(Hospital et al., 2000)



Take into account complementarities between

candidates regarding the favorable alleles they carry

Prevent the loss of rare favourable alleles and fixation 

of unfavourable alleles at QTL with small effects.

+

Step2: Selection of individuals – QTL 

complementation selection (QCS) (Hospital et al., 2000)



Step2: Selection of individuals – Comparison

between lists of selected individuals



� Distribution of individuals for each list regarding the molecular score (MS)

� Favorable allele (QTL1) lost without the QTL Complementation Selection (QCS)

Step2: Selection of individuals – Comparison

between lists of selected individuals



Step2: Selection of individuals – Comparison

between lists of selected individuals (pedigree)

List2_Truncation_MS_selection

� To follow the contribution of selected individuals over generations and prevent

possible bottlenecks

IL

F1

F2

F4

C1

C1 selfed

C2



List2_Truncation_MS_selection

Step2: Selection of individuals – Comparison

between lists of selected individuals (pedigree)

List4_Complementation_selection: 4 parental alleles present in the next generation



� Half-diallel between selected candidates

� « Better-half » strategy which consists of avoiding crosses between the «worst»

selected individuals (Bernardo et al., 2006) � optimization of selection intensity

Step3: Identification of crosses to be made

among selected individuals



� Half-diallel between selected candidates

� « Better-half » strategy which consists of avoiding crosses between the worst

selected individuals (Bernardo et al., 2006) � optimization of selection intensity

� 2 lists: factorial design

� Constraints:

� Maximum number of crosses

� Contribution of individuals

Step3: Identification of crosses to be made

among selected individuals



� In each case: computation of the expected MS of the progeny

Step3: Identification of crosses to be made

among selected individuals



Conclusion

CTPS
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Grain Yield (maize)

Cycle

Obs: +7.6 qx/ha

Att.: +13 qx/ha

� Development of 2 version of the tool:

� Command line: C-ANSI language

� Graphical Interface (GUI): C++ (Qt & Qwt libraries)

� OptiMAS release: available online soon for Windows & Linux then Mac OSX

� OptiMAS tested on a multiparental connected design (Blanc et al., 2008)

Creation of new genetic material



Integrated Breeding Platform Website



Tutorial/Documentation
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Identification of crosses to be made among 

selected individuals

� Complete : all possible crosses between the selected individuals.

� Better Half : avoid crosses between the last selected genotypes.

� Optimization of selection intensity

� Predefined number of crosses to be made based on :

� Molecular score.

� Utility criterion [in progress] : expected mean and variance at the next
generation (favor heterozygous…).

� Weight : score updated after assignation of different weights for each
QTL according to allele effect or other index defined by users.

� Random [in progress].

� A list of crosses/couples is proposed (based on these criteria) to 
reach a given number, totally at random or according to constraints
such as equal contribution of individuals.

� Favor couples that will produce the best individuals as possible in the next 
generation.

Variance = only heterozygotes genotypes at QTL contribute to variance in the 
next generation.

=coupleU coupleσi+Mean of the parental 
values of the couple



� QTL position rarely located at a marker � QTL alleles are unknown

and must be inferred from flanking markers.

� Aim: to obtain an ideotype combining all the favorable alleles at
QTL positions.

� Prediction of genetic value based on the information from
neighboring markers.

Which parental alleles are transmitted at the QTL position ?

Selection of a subset of informative markers to follow the 

favourable parental alleles (based on haplotypes).

e.g 4 markers / QTL

QTL

A/B A/B A/BA/B ?

Identification of all the possible phased genotypes

for each QTL and computation of their probabilities

a ? a

b ? b

mk1 mk2     QTL mk3 mk4

a

b

a

b

Selection of individuals



Following « phased genotypes »

� Information available
� Pedigree
� Distance between loci (Haldane � recombination rate)
� Molecular markers (observed genotypes)

Identification of all the possible phased genotypes for each
QTL and computation of their probabilities.

� Phase (haplotypes) unknown � all possibilities considered

Phased genotype: contains no ambiguity on alleles transmitted from parents and the phase.

mk1 mk2   QTL mk3 mk4

A/B A/B

a ? a

b ? b

mk1 mk2   QTL mk3 mk4Read / Real
?

a

b

a

b

A/B A/B



New algorithms: adaptability to different marker 
selection schemes and mating systems

mk1  QTL mk2

aa aa aa
A

mk1  QTL mk2

bb bb bb
B Inbred LinesX



New algorithms: adaptability to different marker 
selection schemes and mating systems

mk1  QTL mk2

aa aa aa
A

mk1  QTL mk2

bb bb bb
B Inbred Lines

QTL

ab ab ab
AB Hybrid F11 possible 

phased genotype

X



New algorithms: adaptability to different marker 
selection schemes and mating systems

mk1  QTL mk2

aa aa aa
A

mk1  QTL mk2

bb bb bb
B Inbred Lines

QTL

ab ab ab
AB Hybrid F11 possible 

phased genotype
8 possible gametes

[aaa] [aab] [aba] [abb]

[baa] [bab] [bba] [bbb]

X



New algorithms: adaptability to different marker 
selection schemes and mating systems

mk1  QTL mk2

aa aa aa
A

mk1  QTL mk2

bb bb bb
B Inbred Lines

QTL

ab ab ab
AB Hybrid F11 possible 

phased genotype
8 possible gametes

[aaa] [aab] [aba] [abb]

[baa] [bab] [bba] [bbb] QTL

aa aa aa
AB39 36 possible

phased genotypes
F3

Reconstruction
aa aa ab
:: :: ::

bb bb ab
bb bb bb

X

x Selfing



New algorithms: adaptability to different marker 
selection schemes and mating systems

mk1  QTL mk2

aa aa aa
A

mk1  QTL mk2

bb bb bb
B Inbred Lines

QTL

ab ab ab
AB Hybrid F11 possible 

phased genotype
8 possible gametes

[aaa] [aab] [aba] [abb]

[baa] [bab] [bba] [bbb] QTL

aa aa aa
AB39 36 possible

phased genotypes
F3

Selfing

aa aa ab
:: :: ::

bb bb ab
bb bb bb

F3
QTL

ab aa aa
AB39

ab ba aa
aa ab aa

ba bb aa

ab ab aa
4 compatible

phased genotypes

Genotyping

AAAB

Reduce the space of
possible genotypes

X

x

Reconstruction



Estimation of genetic values

Meach =

θq : genotype (homo -/+, hetero) at QTL position (0, 1, 2)

pG: probability of the current genotype

� Option: effect associated with parental allele(s) at QTL

� QTL are considered as being independent (unlinked)

Mall =
∑ θq . pG

2

∑Meach

nb_qtl

2 classes:

- Favorable
- Not favorable

Geno θ

Homo - 0
Hetero 1
Homo + 2

� _scores: genetic value (molecular score) for each individual

� Each QTL: expected dose of favorable allele (0 or 1) for all
possible phased genotypes , weighted by the probability of each
phased genotype.



� Mean frequency of favorable alleles at all/each QTL through generation of selection

� Intra-group variation (ears)

Step 1: Computation of genotypic probabilities –

Estimation of genetic values (graphs)


